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Abstract
Objective: In people with low- grade intrinsic brain tumors, an epileptic focus is often 
located close to the lesion. High- frequency oscillations (HFOs) in electrocorticog-
raphy (ECoG) might help to delineate this focus. We investigated the relationship 
between HFOs and low- grade brain tumors and their potential value for tumor- related 
epilepsy surgery.
Methods: We analyzed pre-  and postresection intraoperative ECoG in 41 patients 
with refractory epilepsy and a low- grade lesion. Electrodes were designated as over-
lying the tumor, adjacent resected tissue (peritumoral), or outside the resection bed 
using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and intraoperative photographs. We then 
used a semiautomated approach to detect HFOs as either ripples (80– 250 Hz) or fast 
ripples (250– 500 Hz).
Results: The rate of fast ripples was higher in electrodes covering tumor and peritu-
moral tissue than outside the resection (p = .04). Mesiotemporal tumors showed more 
ripples (p = .002), but not more fast ripples (p = .07), than superficial tumors. Rates 
of fast ripples were higher in glioma and extraventricular neurocytoma than in gan-
glioglioma or dysembryoplastic neuroepithelial tumor (DNET). The rate of ripples 
and fast ripples in postresection ECoG was not higher in patients with residual tumor 
tissue on MRI than those without. The rate of ripples in postresection ECoG was 
higher in patients with good than bad seizure outcome (p = .03). Fast ripples outside 
the resection and in post- ECoG seem related to seizure recurrence.
Significance: Fast ripples in intraoperative ECoG can be used to help guide resection 
in tumor- related epilepsy surgery. Preresection fast ripples occur predominantly in 
epileptogenic tumor and peritumoral tissue. Fast ripple rates are higher in glioma and 
extraventricular neurocytoma than in ganglioglioma and DNET.
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1 |  INTRODUCTION

Epilepsy is the most common presenting symptom in pa-
tients with low- grade brain tumors, with an incidence of ap-
proximately 75%– 90%.1,2 Patients with higher grade tumors 
may also present with epileptic seizures, although this is less 
common.3 When seizures continue with pharmacological 
treatment in otherwise indolent low- grade tumors, surgical 
removal of the tumor becomes a treatment option. Gross– 
total resection of the tumor is sufficient to achieve seizure 
freedom in 65%– 83% of the cases.4– 9 Although some guide-
lines state that exploration with invasive electroencepha-
lography (EEG) is only required when the tumor is close 
to eloquent cortex,10 the seizure onset zone may be located 
centimeters away from the tumor.11,12 Several studies have 
shown that seizure freedom is more often achieved in cases 
where electrocorticography (ECoG) is used.13– 16

Intraoperative ECoG identifies interictal epileptic dis-
charges, particularly spikes, to delineate epileptic tissue out-
side of the visible or palpable lesion. Recently, high- frequency 
oscillations (HFOs), divided into ripples (80– 250 Hz) and fast 
ripples (250– 500 Hz), have been shown to be more specific 
markers than spikes in ECoG to delineate the epileptogenic 
tissue.17– 19 HFOs are also present in brain tumor- related ep-
ilepsy, and are found at a higher rate in patients with mutant 
Krebs cycle enzyme isocitrate dehydrogenase 1 (IDH1) than 
in those without.20 Although postoperative seizure control 
in brain tumor- related epilepsy is generally good, tailoring 
based on HFOs might improve the seizure freedom rate. This 
work retrospectively analyzed intraoperative ECoG findings 
in patients who underwent tumor- related epilepsy surgery. 
We investigated the distribution of ripples and fast ripples 
over the tumor, tissue surrounding the tumor, and tissue out-
side the resection area, and compared different histopatho-
logical types of tumors. Our main research question was: can 
we use intraoperative HFOs to guide tumor- related epilepsy 
surgery?

2 |  MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Cohort

We consecutively selected patients with refractory epilepsy 
who underwent brain surgery with intraoperative ECoG at 
the University Medical Center Utrecht between 2008 and 
2015 and had a low- grade (≤ World Health Organization 
[WHO] Grade II) intrinsic brain tumor confirmed by pathol-
ogy. Intraoperative ECoG was used in all patients in whom 
seizure control, rather than tumor resection, was the main 
reason for surgery. Patients were only included if ECoG was 
recorded both before and after the resection, with a minimum 
sample frequency of 2048  Hz, and if photographs of the 

electrode positions and pre-  and postoperative magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) were available for anatomic coregistra-
tion. Patients who had prior brain surgery or chemotherapy 
were excluded. The surgical outcome was determined at the 
latest follow- up, with a minimum of 1 year, and quantified 
according to the Engel scale.21 Good outcome was defined 
as Engel IA. The presence of residual tumor tissue was deter-
mined from the postsurgical MRI radiology report of the first 
MRI after surgery. Tumors were divided into mesiotemporal 
and superficial tumors based on the MRI. Superficial tumors 
are directly exposed by the craniotomy and could be covered 
with ECoG grid electrodes, whereas mesiotemporal tumors 
were not directly visible to the surgeon and were covered 
with electrode strips that were slid around the temporal pole 
or under the base of the temporal lobe. The institutional ethi-
cal committee approved the study and waived the need for 
written informed consent because of the retrospective char-
acter of the study, provided that data were coded and handled 
anonymously.

2.2 | Surgical procedure

The surgical procedure was performed under general anes-
thesia with propofol in all patients. The location of the crani-
otomy was determined by the neurosurgeon who exposed the 
tissue to be removed and several centimeters of surrounding 
tissue. Intraoperative ECoG was used to localize epilepto-
genic tissue based on epileptic spikes, and was used for func-
tional cortical mapping when needed. ECoG was recorded 
with 4 × 8 electrode grids and 1 × 6 or 1 × 8 electrode strips 
(Ad- Tech), which consisted of platinum electrodes with 4.2- 
mm2 contact surface, embedded in silicone, with 1- cm intere-
lectrode distance. Signals were recorded with a 64- channel 
EEG system (Micromed), at 2048- Hz sample frequency, 
with a low- pass filter of 538 Hz. ECoG was recorded before 
the first resection, and after subsequent resections (there are 
often several staged resections during the surgery, with ECoG 
following each one). The grid and strips could be placed in 
various positions, and ECoG was recorded in each position 
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for several minutes. Propofol anesthesia was stopped before 
recording, until a continuous stable background pattern was 
present, before interpreting the ECoG.

2.3 | Analysis of ECoG

The preresection ECoG (pre- ECoG) before the first resection 
and the postresection ECoG (post- ECoG) after the last resec-
tion of each surgery were analyzed. The last 1- min epoch of 
each ECoG position was selected for analysis, to minimize the 
effect of anesthesia. Data were analyzed in a bipolar montage. 
We used an automated HFO detection algorithm, based on 
Burnos et al.,22 and adapted for our intraoperative ECoG data, 
with a high- pass finite impulse response filter at 80 Hz for rip-
ples and at 250 Hz for fast ripples. The detected HFOs were 
visually checked in Stellate Harmonie Reviewer (v7.0) by two 
of three reviewers (N.v.K./W.Z./M.Z.) to correct for artifacts, 
false positives, and missed HFOs. Bipolar channels were re-
viewed by using a split screen to simultaneously visualize rip-
ples (>80 Hz, 5 µV/mm) and fast ripples (>250 Hz, 1 µV/mm).

2.4 | Electrode localization

The tumor volume was segmented in a presurgical three- 
dimensional (3D) fluid- attenuated inversion recovery MRI 
(1 × 1 × 1 mm), and the resection volume was segmented in 
a postsurgical MRI (3D T1, .6 × .6 × .6 mm). A rendering 
of the cortical surface was made from a presurgical 3D T1 
MRI with SPM12 and 3D Slicer (v4.5.0- 1). The location of 

the ECoG electrodes was determined by comparing the gyral 
pattern on photographs of the grids to the cortex rendering 
(Figure 1). Electrode positions were defined as being located 
on tumor, on tissue that was later resected and was not tumor 
(peritumoral), or on tissue outside of the resection. The elec-
trodes covering mesiotemporal tumors were not visible to the 
surgeon or on photographs; therefore, we considered the first 
three electrodes of the mesiotemporal strip to be located on 
the tumor. These three electrodes were included in the resec-
tion in all mesiotemporal tumors.

2.5 | Data analysis

The rate of events (ripples or fast ripples) was calculated as 
the number of events per minute, and determined per patient 
per electrode for all electrodes. We compared the event rates 
between electrodes on tumor tissue, on peritumoral tissue, 
and on tissue outside the resection (Friedman test), and be-
tween tumor types (Kruskal– Wallis test). The difference in 
rate between patients with a mesiotemporal or superficial 
tumor and temporal or extratemporal tumor was assessed 
with a Mann– Whitney U test.

We compared the event rates of both pre- ECoG and post- 
ECoG between patients with good or poor outcome and 
between patients with or without residual tumor tissue and 
with or without BRAF mutation (Mann– Whitney U test). We 
also tested for differences in outcome between patients with 
mesiotemporal and superficial tumors, and patients with and 
without residual tumor tissue on the first postoperative MRI 
(Fisher exact test).

F I G U R E  1  Example of electrode positions, tumor location (red), and resected area (green) in Patient 64, with a right fronto- orbital tumor. 
The tumor and resected volumes were determined from the presurgical fluid- attenuated inversion recovery magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
and the postsurgical T1 MRI, respectively. The electrode grid was positioned at Recording 1A first. After recording approximately 5 min of 
continuous background electrocorticogram, the grid was placed on Recording 1B for another 5 min of recording
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All statistical tests were performed with IBM SPSS ver-
sion 25. Probability values smaller than .05 were considered 
significant. We did not correct for multiple comparisons, be-
cause we considered reporting potential effects more relevant 
than strict reduction of type 1 errors.

3 |  RESULTS

3.1 | Cohort

We evaluated 72 patients with low- grade tumors and intra-
operative ECoG. Twelve had to be excluded because not 
all photographs of the electrode positions were available. 
Eight patients were excluded because the sample frequency 
was too low, six were excluded because they had prior brain 
surgery, four had no post- ECoG, and the quality of the data 
of one patient was too low for HFO analysis. Therefore, 
we included 41 patients (20 female) with a mean age of 
16.6 years (range = 10 months– 50 years) at surgery (Table 
1). Eleven patients were also included in our previous ret-
rospective study on HFOs.19,23 Twenty- one patients had 
a superficial tumor, and 20 had a mesiotemporal tumor. 

Twenty- five patients had a ganglioglioma, seven had a dys-
embryoplastic neuroepithelial tumor (DNET), seven had a 
glioma, and two had an extraventricular neurocytoma. The 
gliomas included four diffuse astrocytomas, of which one 
was Grade II and IDH1 mutant, and the others were Grade 
I and IDH1 wild type. The other gliomas consisted of a 
pleomorphic xanthoastrocytoma (Grade II), a desmoplastic 
infantile astrocytoma (Grade I), and an oligodendroglioma 
(Grade II). All tumors were IDH1 wild type except for the 
one diffuse astrocytoma. Eighteen patients had a mutation 
in BRAF V600E, 19 patients had no BRAF mutation, and 
in four patients BRAF mutations were undetermined. There 
was no significant difference in the rate of pre- ECoG rip-
ples (p  =  .11), fast ripples (p  =  .63), post- ECoG ripples 
(p =  .12), or fast ripples (p =  .07) between patients with 
and without BRAF mutation. Twenty- nine patients had a 
good surgical outcome (Engel IA), of whom five were still 
using antiepileptic medication.

3.2 | ECoG analysis

We analyzed 1901 bipolar channels for pre- ECoG (average 
= 46 per patient) and 1048 channels for post- ECoG (average 
= 26 per patient). In pre- ECoG, 388 channels were located 
on the tumor, 524 on peritumoral tissue, and 989 outside the 
resection. Three patients showed neither ripples nor fast rip-
ples in pre-  and post- ECoG, and another 20 patients did not 
have fast ripples in pre-  and post- ECoG.

The rate of ripples in pre- ECoG was not significantly 
different between electrodes overlying tumor, on resected 
peritumoral tissue, or on tissue outside the resection 
(Figure 2A). The rate of fast ripples was higher in elec-
trodes on tumor and peritumoral tissue than outside the 
resection (mean .5/electrode/min in tumor, .3/electrode/
min in peritumoral, .0/electrode/min outside, χ2[2] = 6.7, 
p = .035). Post hoc tests showed that the fast ripple rates in 
tumor and peritumoral tissue were not significantly differ-
ent (Figure 2B).

The rates of pre- ECoG ripples and fast ripples on tumor 
were significantly different between the four pathology 
groups (χ2[3]  =  9.47, p  =  .024 for ripples, χ2[3]  =  17.75, 
p < .001 for fast ripples, Figure 3). Post hoc analysis showed 
significantly higher rates of fast ripples in extraventricular 
neurocytoma compared to ganglioglioma and DNET, and in 
glioma compared to ganglioglioma. The rates of ripples and 
fast ripples on peritumoral tissue and tissue outside the resec-
tion were not significantly different between the four pathol-
ogy groups.

Fast ripples were more often present in mesiotem-
poral tumors (12/20 patients) than in superficial tumors 
(6/21 patients). The rate of ripples in pre- ECoG was sig-
nificantly higher in patients with a mesiotemporal tumor 

T A B L E  1  Patient characteristics

Characteristic Value

Patients, n 41

Male/female, n 21/20

Age, mean years (range) 16.6 
(10 months– 50 years)

Tumor location, n

Mesiotemporal 20

Left 8

Right 12

Superficial 21

Left 8

Right 13

Frontal 6

Parietal 1

Temporal 14

Pathology, n

Ganglioglioma Grade I 25

DNET Grade I 7

Glioma (Grade I/Grade II) 7 (4/3)

Extraventricular neurocytoma 
Grade II

2

Outcome, n (follow- up)

Engel IA 29 (29 months)

>Engel IA 12 (41 months)

Abbreviation: DNET, dysembryoplastic neuroepithelial tumor.
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than a superficial tumor (mean = 1.6/electrode/min vs. 
.5/electrode/min, U  =  331, p  =  .002). The same positive 
trend was seen for fast ripple rates, although this was not 
significant (mean = .3/electrode/min vs. .1/electrode/min, 
U = 271, p = .07). Also, temporal tumors showed a trend 
toward higher rates of ripples and fast ripples compared to 
extratemporal tumors (temporal ripples: 1.2/electrode/min, 
extratemporal ripples: .5/electrode/min, p = .07; temporal 
fast ripples: .2/electrode/min, extratemporal fast ripples: 
.0/electrode/min, p = .05).

3.3 | Pre- ECoG events and outcome

The rate of ripples and fast ripples in pre- ECoG was not dif-
ferent between patients with good or poor outcome (Engel IA 
vs. Engel IB and higher). When split out between channels 
on tumor, peritumoral, and outside the resection, only the 
rate of ripples outside the resection was significantly higher 
in patients with good outcome (U = 86.0, p =  .011). Four 
patients showed fast ripples outside the resection, of whom 
three were not seizure- free after surgery. These four patients 

F I G U R E  2  Rates of ripple (A) and fast ripples (B) per electrode per minute in preresection electrocorticography in channels located on tumor 
tissue, on peritumoral tissue, and outside the resection. Patients with a mesiotemporal tumor are shown in green, and those with a superficial tumor 
shown in blue; average is shown in black. Ripple rates are not significantly different on tumor tissue, on peritumoral tissue, or outside the resection. 
Fast ripple rates in tumor and peritumoral tissue are higher than outside the resection (*p = .035)

F I G U R E  3  Boxplots showing rates of ripples (A) and fast ripples (FR; B) per electrode (elec) per minute in preresection electrocorticography 
in different pathologies. Each box shows the 25th to 75th percentiles, with a thick line at the median. Whiskers point to the highest and lowest 
values no further than 1.5*interquartile range. Outliers are indicated by dots. The rate of ripples and the rate of FR on tumor were significantly 
different between the four pathology groups (χ2[3] = 9.47, p = .024 for ripples, χ2[3] = 17.75, p < .001 for FR). Post hoc analysis showed 
significantly higher rates of FR in extraventricular neurocytoma compared to ganglioglioma and dysembryoplastic neuroepithelial tumor (DNET), 
and in glioma compared to ganglioglioma
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also showed spikes outside the resection area, but it was de-
cided not to extend the resection, because the spikes were far 
from the resection cavity, or because it was agreed the hip-
pocampus would not be resected. One of them also showed 
fast ripples in post- ECoG.

There was no difference in outcome between patients with 
mesiotemporal and superficial tumors (p = .734), or between 
patients with and without residual tumor tissue (p = .30).

3.4 | Post- ECoG events and outcome

The rate of ripples in post- ECoG was higher in patients with 
good outcome than in patients with poor outcome (U = 99.5, 
p = .03), but did not differ for patients with a mesiotemporal 
or superficial tumor (U = 223.5, p = .72). The rate of ripples 
in post- ECoG was not significantly different in patients with 
or without residual tumor tissue (U = 179.5, p = .68). In the 
27 patients with post- ECoG ripples, this rate was not signifi-
cantly different from pre- ECoG channels outside the resec-
tion (mean pre- ECoG .9/min vs. post- ECoG .6/min, Z = 140, 
p = .40).

Only three patients showed fast ripples in post- ECoG. 
None showed residual tumor on postoperative MRI. Two of 
them had a recurrent seizure after discontinuation of antiepi-
leptic drugs, but are seizure- free since restarting these drugs 
for more than 6 years. The third patient with fast ripples in 
post- ECoG is seizure- free without antiepileptic drugs.

4 |  DISCUSSION

We explored the distribution of HFOs in intraoperative ECoG 
in various types of low- grade brain tumors, and found that 
fast ripple rates were higher in electrodes on tumor and peri-
tumoral tissue than outside the resection, indicating that they 
can be used to help guide the resection. Ripples did not show 
a difference between different locations. We found that fast 
ripple rates were higher in glioma and extraventricular neu-
rocytoma than in ganglioglioma and DNET. The ripple rate 
outside the resection, both in pre- ECoG and in post- ECoG, 
was higher in patients with good outcome. Fast ripples out-
side the resection and in post- ECoG seem to be related to 
seizure recurrence.

Fast ripple rates were higher on tumor and peritumoral tis-
sue than outside the resection, confirming the epileptogenic 
nature of the tissue removed. The finding that rates did not 
differ between tumor and peritumoral tissue confirms what 
has been found with spikes before: it is not just the tumor 
itself that is epileptogenic; the peritumoral tissue is part of 
an extended epileptogenic network.11 The outcome of tumor- 
related epilepsy surgery is generally good, with 65%– 83% 
seizure freedom.4– 7,13 In this study, 71% of the patients 

became completely seizure- free (Engel IA), and 90% became 
free of disabling seizures (Engel I). All surgeries were tai-
lored on epileptic spikes and spike patterns, which has been 
shown to increase seizure freedom rates before.13– 16 With this 
high seizure freedom rate, it is statistically difficult to retro-
spectively prove superiority of a biomarker over the clinically 
used method. Several studies have shown that the resection of 
especially fast ripples is related to good outcome.19,24 Almost 
all channels with fast ripples in this study were resected, 
which may have contributed to the high number of seizure- 
free patients. Only four patients had fast ripples outside the 
resection in pre- ECoG, of whom three had recurrent seizures. 
Fast ripples in post- ECoG were found in three patients, of 
whom two were not seizure- free. The number of patients with 
poor outcome in this study was too small to draw conclusions 
about the relationship between fast ripples and outcome, but 
trends are concordant with our earlier work, demonstrating 
that postresection fast ripples predict poor outcome.19,23 As 
none of the tested predictors (HFO rates, tumor location, 
tumor type) was significantly different between patients with 
good or poor outcome, we did not further elaborate in statis-
tical models with multiple predictors.

Ripple rates were not different on tumor, peritumoral tis-
sue, or tissue outside resection. Interestingly, we found a sig-
nificantly higher rate of ripples in both pre-  and post- ECoG 
outside the resection in patients with good outcome. This is 
counterintuitive with the idea that ripples are biomarkers for 
epileptogenesis. We have seen this same trend in a heteroge-
neous group of pathologies before,25 which appeared to be 
mainly ripples without spikes, which we hypothesized might 
be physiological ripples. Distinction between ripples with 
and without spikes might help to differentiate pathological 
from potentially physiological ripples. Our postresection rip-
ples were a mixture of ripples on spikes and ripples without 
spike, but we did not mark all spikes for this study. In future 
studies, it would be interesting to differentiate pathological 
from potential physiological ripples to help the discussion 
of their predictive value. This study includes many patients 
with temporal lobe epilepsy, and it is known that mesio-
temporal structures often produce physiological ripples.26 
Mesiotemporal tumors showed significantly higher rates of 
ripples and borderline significantly higher rates of fast rip-
ples than superficial tumors. This is in line with our expecta-
tions, as we know that the hippocampus is easily involved in 
ictogenesis. The high HFO rates are probably a summation of 
physiological and pathological HFOs.27

Glioma and extraventricular neurocytoma showed higher 
rates of HFOs than ganglioglioma and DNET. There seems to 
be no relationship between mesiotemporal or superficial lo-
cation of these tumors. The higher rate might possibly be re-
lated to the higher grade of those tumors, which can be more 
infiltrative, compared with ganglioglioma and DNET, which 
were primarily WHO Grade I. One might hypothesize that 
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more affected tissue will produce more pathological signals. 
One study found higher rates of HFOs in patients with IDH1 
mutant tumors.20 Our cohort only included one patient with 
an IDH1 mutant tumor, who showed both ripples and fast rip-
ples but not at particularly high rates. Higher rates of HFOs 
are also found in patients with higher seizure frequency,28,29 
but seizure frequency data were not available for this cohort. 
These findings should be confirmed in a more equally dis-
tributed study population, as there were only two patients 
with extraventricular neurocytoma in this study.

All tumor tissue as identified on the intraoperative pho-
tographs and cortex rendering was removed, but the postop-
erative MRI identified some remaining tumor tissue in 14 
patients. In all patients, this was just a rim of tumor tissue in 
the border of the resection cavity, macroscopically not identi-
fied on photographs. Therefore, it was not possible to assign 
electrodes to areas with residual tumor tissue to determine 
whether epileptic signals were still present in those specific 
areas. The presence of residual tumor did not correlate with 
seizure outcome in this study.

This study focused on low- grade brain tumors, with the 
primary goal of achieving seizure freedom. The use of in-
traoperative ECoG for brain tumor- related epilepsy is still 
under debate. ECoG is often used only when the tumor is 
close to eloquent cortex, which biases the results of system-
atic reviews on the predictive value for seizure outcome.6,7 
Studies including groups with and without the use of ECoG 
show better seizure outcome in cases where the lesion and 
surrounding epileptogenic tissue were resected.13– 16 We 
found fast ripples in similar rates on tumor and peritumoral 
tissue, indicating that tissue outside of what was identified 
by imaging or direct visualization/palpation may be undergo-
ing a “subdetection” level of invasion by the tumor, and seiz-
ing in response to this invasion. One might hypothesize that 
HFOs reveal this damaged tissue beyond the visual tumor. It 
would be interesting to expand these findings to high- grade 
tumors, as epilepsy is common in those patients as well. One 
large series of 648 patients showed preoperative seizures in 
24% of the patients, and 77% seizure freedom after resec-
tion.3 Although the primary goal in these surgeries is to stop 
tumor growth, tailoring these resections with adjuvant ECoG 
measurement might further improve seizure freedom rates, 
and therefore quality of life, in these patients,30 particularly 
because the presence of epilepsy is a prognostic factor for 
longer survival in glioblastoma patients.31 One study found 
HFOs in high- grade brain tumor patients in similar rates as in 
low- grade tumor patients.20

To conclude, we found that fast ripple rates in intraoper-
ative ECoG are higher on tumor tissue and on peritumoral 
resected tissue than on tissue outside the resection, indicating 
that fast ripples can be used to identify the epileptogenic re-
gion in tumor- related epilepsy surgery. Ripples did not show 
such a relation. Tailoring tumor- related epilepsy surgery 

based on ECoG- detected spikes seems useful to identify the 
epileptogenic region, as almost all patients in this study be-
came seizure- free. Fast ripple rates were higher in glioma 
and extraventricular neurocytoma than in ganglioglioma and 
DNET. It would be interesting to investigate the added value 
of intraoperative ECoG in higher grade brain tumor resection 
as well.
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